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The power to transform...

Intevi Digital Booking

DIGITAL ROOM BOOKING
7” and 11.6” Room Display

The Intevi Room Booking Unit is a professional
system that puts you in control of your room
booking reservations.
You can manage your room booking via the
email calendar system of the touch-screens
outside of each meeting room, presenting
customized information including availability,
upcoming events and the organizer.
The Intevi Room Booking Unit comes in a 7
inch or 11.6 inch model.
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ROOM DISPLAY CENTRE
Software Features

24

Bottlenecks Visualization

Syncs with existing systems

Central Administration

Simple Design

Stop the Room Thieves

Syncs with MS Exchange and Google
Apps, giving you the flexibility to
reserve rooms from any location
and device.

Manage all devices from one central
location via the secure, scaleable
web-based admin console.

Elegant touch screen door sign.
Can run from a single cable with no
further hardware needed other than
the main unit.

Users can lock their on-screen
reservations by entering a one-time
PIN code (OTP), which can only be
edited or removed by using the OTP
or admin password.
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Heat maps enable you to quickly identify when
meetings are taking place, analyze peak hours and
help your visualize patterns over time.

Meeting Distribution
Identify trends and get historical data on the number
of meetings, average meeting duration, no-shows
and more.

Interactive Timeline

Find and Book Free Rooms

Analytics

Add a Company Profile

The Interactive timeline blends in
with the home screen and provides
a superb overview of meeting room
availability within a close proximity
in time.

You can search for and book any
vacant rooms from any of the Room
Booking Displays regardless of which
room they are assigned to.

You can receive room analytics and
reporting functions that can help
you with room KPIs in order for you
to use your rooms more effectively.

You can customise the background
image and replace the default logo
with your company logo in order to
maintain brand consistency.

£

Room KPIs and Occupancy
See never before available occupancy rates for
the entire organization, breakdown KPIs for each
individual room, calculate cost per meeting and put
a figure on unused office space.
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ROOM FINDER ADD-0N
A professional, cost-effective and modern wayfinder solution,
which is ideal for offices with multiple meeting rooms. It displays
easy to read meeting room information, as well as directions for
visitors, for use screens in reception areas, lobbies and other
office space in order to supplement your IDB solution.

Wayfinder solution for meeting rooms
Quick and easy setup and implementation.
Cheaper than comparable alternatives

MINIMAL CONFIGURATION
Unlike many other alternative on the market, the Room Finder
add-on requires almost no additional configuration. Once your
chosen version of the Room Display software is installed, adding
Room Finder is as simple as flipping a switch to tell the system
what room you want to be displayed in what part of the office.
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Welcome
Willkommen

Namaste Bienvenue
Central Administration

Custom Languages

Room Display Center

Centralized administration via Room
Display Center (web based).

Supports all languages through user
generated translations, with English
as the default.

Features simple and logical control
swithces and pushes out setting to
your display units.
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Seamless Integration

Highly Customizable

Landscape/Portrait

Room Finder integrates seamlessly
and effortlessly with most IT
environments. It can work inside
or outside a company’s network
firewall.

Highly customizable interface, with
the option to change the reservation
info, welcome text, background and
logo.

Can operate in either landscape
or portrait mode depending on
location and preference.
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...the power to transform.

Get In Touch
Online:
www.intevi.co.uk
www.idx.uk.com

Address:
Unit 5, Meridian Office Park, Hook, Hampshire, RG27 9HY, UK
1250 Broadway, 36th Floor, New York, NY, 10001, USA

By Phone:
0203 005 3755
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